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for providing interesmg
and
provocative. reviews of’ a report that is not exciting reading, My discussion
of’tfieir,r&G&&$
iis‘in five SS&O~S.
Tlie fkt section asks whether there, is anyt&g.& ‘be’~jGd’for:,the I@&&cken Report, The3 in the next two sections, I
discUi$ ‘sp;eCific
Goin+ arising from the Korteweg and Lucas reviews respectively.
In the. fotirtb section, I speculate on how Korteweg an.d Lucas might have
written the,.x@ort 8 tby’d been assigned the task, And fulally I venture a few
words on the role of the economist as policy advisor.

The terms, of reference of the Committee are set out in the letter of
transmittal, at the front of the Re,port. They were:
.

. ..to identify and consider the main policy issues involved
in the pursuit, by Member countries, uf non-inflationary
economic growth and high employment levels in the light
of the structural changes which have taken place in the
recent past; and to make suggestions on the (alternative
strategies and instruments that Member countries could
adopt, both at national and international levels, in order
to deal successfully with those issues.
NOWwhat can be said about the report? Basically, the Report is not as
bad as one might think from reading the two reviews, and not as bad as it might
have been. There is no question that it is boring, And there is no question that it
is severely -hedgedBut it would be remarkable if a report writte!n by eight people
were not- hedged; instead, it is the degree of agreement that is surprising. The
Committee met at a time when reputable economists, at lea& in the United
States,, were urging 15 percent growth in M 1, and at a time when others were
urging that money supply growth go immediately to 4 percent, and stay there.
The Report recommended neither. The Report could have come out strongly
for wage and price controls but did not; K could have come out for protectiomsm, but did not.

8ne may compkin about particular economisti?agree@ to serve cn a
committee of this sort-I shall return to this issue in the final section-but given
that there was a committee, the Report is neither a disaster nor very usefuL1
It is not very useful because it is so hedged; neverthqless, it does come *out
for middle-of-the-road polities, with det&Is presumably to,be filled in by itie
national policymaking bodies. Whether this Report, or reports like it, hive
mu& effect on policy is not an issue about which I know anything or want to
spedate.

Korteweg’s discussion is quite restrained. He makes some good criticisms of the Report.
The potentizJ output path is both too higlh and too steep: The Report
Ci)
fails to rscognize that the increase in the relative price of oil reduced the level of
pote:;tial ou +
.pL*t, and that the trend rate of productivity increase is lower than it
was in the sixties. Both these criticisms are valid, though the emphasil by
Korteweg on the rc.e of government interference in reducing trend productivity
growth s not supported by analysis. Disbrtions reduce the level of potentkll
output, but it is not u’3viousthat,, except in a transitional period, they affect tht:
growth rate of potential output, unless they interf’ere with research and development, or reduce thi: rate of investment.
Korteweg calls the Locomotive/Convoy Approach unconvincing. He
argues, using LINK estimates, that the growth rates required in the strong
countries to do much for the weak countries woulcl be greater than apparent
growth rates of potential output in those countries. The use of LINK is amusing,
since it is subject to tt.e criticisms Korteweg later makes of other econometric
models; however, there is no reason not to use the best evidence that can be
found.

(ii)

While growth in the strong countries would not be sufficient to save the
weak, the Locomotive Approach was surely right in arguing that more rapid
growth in the stronger countries would make recovery easier for the weaker
counti;es.
Kortewcg also complains that the Report fails to provide har’d numbers
for the policymakers to follow. I suppose he means th.at the Report should have
an...ounced a 5 percent monetary growth rate for one country and an 8 percent
r another, and so c,n. I don’t believe the Report lcould or should have gone
level of detail; irEdeed, if the Report is to be criticized in this general
e for irn~)~y~g that some single growth target (4%) was right for

(iii,
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(iv)

RoFfeweg makes a general rational expectations
to Hphich
I shall return below.

criticism of the Report,

both the style and the substance of the
Re~o$ One ,:of the m&or problems X have in reading Lucas’s popular pieces
is tbf he is himself &very -good stylist: On a first reading, it was impossible to
see how, anyone could disagreewith his criticisms of “undisciplined eclecticism”
and “OPWfiUIIiW posing as pragmatism.” Lucas might usefully have distinguished, BS:ktodcweg does, .between the macro and micro aspects of the Report.
It is in cWx%singmicroeconomics that the Report gives the air of having something to say about everything. In fact, it seems to me, the Report says much the
same thing about a number of microeconomic issues; by and large, it argues,
there should be less regulation. What Lucas detects to be resigna^:ion about the
market, I diagnose as defensiveness before potential complaints about its “naive”
faith in the market.
~hWS$.;Qq~eni$

~&te.

to

Lucas objects in particular .i;o the Report’s appearance of presenting a
professional consensus, buttressed by notes and references prepared by the
secretariat of the OECD, which are included as an annex to the Report. I did not
think that the Report explicitly or implicitly made any such claim until I read
Lucas’s review; his review makes it clear that the Report does not represent tiny
such consensus, since there is none. I doubt there was ever a professional consensus-certain.ly not even in the heyday of Keynesianism in the Uni.ted States
in the early sixties.
Lucas remarks that Keynesianism served a great rationalizing role in the
sixties, arguing as it did that there was no need to handle problems of unemployment at th:e micro level by interfering in particular markets. In principle it
might have done so, but a reading of the Economic Reparts of the President for
the sixties suggests no reduction in discussion of, and proposed policies for.
particular markets. When Don Patinkin turns his microscope to this text of
Lucas’s, I suspect he’ll conclude that there is no evidence that governflllent
showed any less desire to intervene in particular markets in the sixties than in
the fifties.*
Incidentally,

it is something of a surprise-and certdinly a relief-to
know that “Keynesian” means “con&tent with the behavior of time series.”
Until now, I’d thought it meant “ad hoc” or “SLOPPY.”
Lucas argues that ~mple_rrminded multiplier analysis suffered a fatal
set-back in the late sixties, and that dxe then the profession has been adrift.
In particular, 1 suppose, the 1968 tax surcharge was the Keynesian failure. By a
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simiIar standard, aimple-mirtded monetarism .tiffered .a %&us s&back :.when
the inflation rate stayed up stubbornly through. 1,971,, depite tie nicii&iuy
policy engineered recessiop (3f 1969-70. 3 ‘Fhe socalIed faiIures of Keyne&nism
.md monetarism have certairly led us to revise our models, and have indeed left
most macroeconomists far less confident of their policy pmscriptio~.than
they
use4 to $e, But there is little better to’ do than the’- best t;we can;;which:ls&
.‘~
c:omtimmtrying to improve. macroeconometric
models; ~wk&i@ ~4he&%u~.t:&~
account of misspecifications, such as those- pointed out, .~byl%iedman ;( 1968)
and Phelps, (1967 ) when they discovered the role of expectations inthe Phillips
came, and by Lucas ( 1976) in his -Econometric PoIicy EvaIuation‘ paper.

What sort of report might a two-man committee
Lucas have written? We have part of Korteweg’s draft:
What is needed is coordinated and coherent
tiona! and international, on two counts.

of Korteweg and

action,

na-

First, steady and moderate monetary
and fiscal policies
aimed at a gradual return to stable, preannounced and
potential growthc4:ented
growth targets for the monetarl: and fiscal aggregates should be implemented. Such
policies, if adopted and implemented
internationally,
would reduce infla:ion, tax pressure, uncertainty, and the
unpredictability
of the economic environment and would
stabilize exchange rate;, thereby restoring both investment incentives and investment resources.
Second, these macroeconomic policies should be supported
by microeconomic measures and structural reform designed
to make product and factor markets more flexible and
competitive.
This is quite admirable, and quite like the McCracken Report. It illusEratcs primarily the difficulty of giving general rather than specific policy advice.
On ahat does Korteweg base his advice? He is quite erplicit in using a standard
simpltt rational expectations cum neutral money and flexible prices model of the
Lucas yersua;ion. ’
But that model has severe defects as the basis for policy advice.
Cfl

reason for thinking that the rate of inflation
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matters.

WI

It has no theory of unemployment--output varies only. through movements up and down a supply curve of labor.
(...)

.
Itdoes not say what .the fundamental

(iv). .

The empirical evidence for such models, only now beginning to come

time period is. It could be a day,
or it co$dV be tIve ye.srs. If it. is a;day ,.jhen it is, impossible to believe that pre,$m,r$~edp&ies
hi?ve rm real .effec&:If it is five. years, then it is impossible
to”believeAhat .pol$ym~akers cannot systematically produce unanticipated policy
effects.5

in, does not. provide:. much support for the aggregate supply curve, which is the
key equation in the imodel.
As far as I can tell, the Lucas model provides no reason for thinking
that constant growth rate rules are optimal. It argues that any monetary rule is
as good as any other from the viewpoint of the behavior of output. If it is
desired to stabilize prices, then, provided there is serial correlation. of disturbance terms in any of the equations, an activist rule would be better than a
constant growth rate rule. Lucas argues that for a Keynesian, instrument instability is of no consequence, since only stability of goal variables matters. Exactly
the same is true in the Lucas model. The only stability that matters-in the
sense of predictability- -is that of prices. If policy variables could be mampulated
to improve the predictability of prices, then that would be an improvement.
In brief, I believe that the Lucas model is being used to advocate
policy positions on which it has, at best, very little to say. Rather a host of
subsidiary consideratiorqs are implicitly being invoked by those who argue for
constant pJowth rate rules and nonactivism in general as optimal policies. These
considerations are the same arguments that Friedman advanced in 1948 for nonactivism namely, that our ignorance is great-and they may well be convincing
arguments. But it would be reasonable to conduct the argument on these
grounds rather than the: grounds Korteweg chooses.

In order to sharpen discussion, I would like to pose three questions,
svithout any great confidence

that they will be answered:

(0

Should the Fed tomorrow implement a policy of 4-percent growth in
the money supply, having announced ilts intentions tonight? If not, why not’?

(ii)
If, after the Fed adopted a lpercent
rule, the inflation
pl:rcent over the course of a year, what would you advise?
(iii)

If the Fed/ adopted a

rate was 10

-percent rule, and the unemployment
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rate rose

to 8

..,, :

percent, what would youadvise?

The intent behind the first question is to pin down the issues of the
length of period that is referred to in the typical rational expectations model.
8 expect very few pe6ple would- want the‘-growth rate of:money :t‘o,d&$+$erL’~
r@#t b ttxpi&iag *by;&
t&y nlZ%ht.sey'..some~~~~~~~~,e~~~~~~~ns.'
king

falaifbd.

In. ,pm&$e,

the

f”&-i-igbfi

of sbw,

expe~~~~~o~~is;r~~~~~~

ti

eylital and labor contra&. The secoml and thtid questions am directed ta #he
issue of shifts in the demand for money:; these have occurred in ,the past, and can
in principle be offset by the Fed, Under the exrtremti cirduiiiiStiin~es~
speM&i;
the necessary policies would be sufficie.ntly obvious that most argument&about
their undesireability would not be persursive.

‘Th~ereis finally the issue of the role of the economist ‘1spolicy advisor.
Our ignorance is indeed stupendous, and:it is for that reason eaw to exaggerate.
Talking to noneconomists about economics is the best trea.iment of the error
urn& that we know nothing about the economy.
Does our ignorance suggest that economists should stay away from the
giving of poticy advice? That would be clear if not giving advice somehow
n&ted in better policies being followed.. But economic advice will in any event
be solicited by and given to policymakers. The real issue is whether better advice
will be given by engineers, sociologists, or lawyers rather than by economists.
Of course, trained economists will give better advice on. rtvelrage than
noneconomists Whether such advice will be followed is axzther matter. But
it is hard to see how policy could be systematically better if based on poor
advice. Accordingly, economists should ( and in any event will ) give policy
advice, and members of the profession should not be discouraged from serving in
of&Sal policy advisory roles. Whoever takes an official job will find it necessary
to agree to ard support what he views as second-best poticy! but that is .&e
nature of the policymaking process. It is pn&sely compromises of that sort that
members of the McCracken Committee made in writing their Report; it is
difficult to crticize them severely for Qring to find policy formulations on
hich they coald all agree, even if in the t:nd they could not. Needless to say,
no individual member of the profession need or wti feel compelled to accept
iculat .iob-we are probably all bel-ter off for having Milton Friedlman
Lucas remain f_xe to state their views without having to engage in any
te

compromises.
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2.

Robert Below auggusta
that this comment chould distlngui
dW#tion.remcn~ginsktarvendIons. *

3.

Sac Milton Fri”edmin,.4n Ecunomlbt’SProtest, lhomsa Horton, 1972, partii@ularIypp. 6b14.

4,

IncidcnD’ruy,
WI& f&al policyhasno predictabluefPectson output in the model that Korteweg
useli,the me&&sm underlyingtlue aggregatesupply tune in that model-intertemporalsubstitutiw of labor-would suwt a potent role for inc@netaxes in affectig cyclicalbehavior.

5.

1 htnreexplorerdthis further in a paper preparedfor the Bald Peak,New Hampshie Conference
on KationalExpectationsand EconomicPolicy,heldin October1978. gee FisherC1979).

6.

W~a:a
w& doubt&~ be issues of principleQvetwhichresignationsshould occur.
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